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CHARITY/NGO PRODUCTIONS
UN Refugee Agency - UNCHR
A three-minute film for the UN part of ‘The Great British Welcome’ series. The film documented refugee footballers playing within Notts County FC. Multiple versions of the film were
screened across UN’s social media platforms and international press.
Thames Reach Homeless Charity – Xmas Appeal Film
A four-minute documentary focusing on London's elderly homeless community aged over 65 years. The film was commissioned for fundraising purposes and screened across multiple
social media platforms, local and national press
Thames Reach Homeless Charity
A six-minute documentary capturing the charities outreach service London Street Rescue which helps rough sleepers into support services. The film was commissioned to raise awareness
and increase voluntary support. It was screened on multiple social media platforms, local and national press
Refugee Coalition of East Africa
A two-minute film documenting the work of RCOEA who support LGBTI refugees in various camps across East Africa. It was screened on multiple online outputs on World Refugee Day.
AMARA Conservation
A two-minute film promoting the work Amara conducts in Tsavo the largest National park in Kenya. Amara uses educational programs to support conversation in the park.
Mwelu Foundation
A ten-minute documentary capturing inspiring youth stories within Mathare slum, the second largest in Kenya. I gained hard to reach access to exceptional stories within the slum.
JAGS Foundation
A two-minute film documenting JAGS a youth violence charity based in south London. It promoted their work and achievements which marked their ten-year anniversary. It was screened
across numerous social media platforms and at anniversary events.

TEACHING

Date

Mwelu Foundation, Mathare Slum, Kenya.

A voluntary teaching placement for a film and photography
school in Mathare Slum the second largest Informal Settlement
April - June 2018
in Nairobi. I ran workshops in filmmaking to local students aged
14 -18 years.

Civil Society Organization BCMD: Bhutan Centre for Media
and Democracy, Bhutan

A voluntary teaching placement running workshops specialising
in camera operating, sound recording techniques, radio
Sept-Nov 2015
programming, and photography to university students across
the country.
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